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New features

[PGBB-572] - Call quality is shown on display, while call is in progress, with green/orange/red circles
[PGBB-672] - Show elapsed time in real-time, while call is in progress
[PGBB-681] - Send diagnostic logs via email to support@privatewave.com

Improvements

[PGBB-632] - Battery usage optimization
[PGBB-659] - Restrict accepted ciphers in TLS handshake to RSA certificates with AES256-CBC-SHA
[PGBB-619] - Improved Logger performance
[PGBB-667] - Configurable number of collected calls in call logs
[PGBB-677] - Connection Wizard will set DirectTCP by default, instead of trying BIS-B which sometimes has very bad performances depending 
on RIM infrastructure

Fixed bugs

[PGBB-622] - Skipping configuration wizard and manually set accounts leads to wizard restart at next launch
[PGBB-623] - When device moves from “no network” to “network coverage” does not immediately reconnect to SIP server
[PGBB-624] - License is not refreshed if device moves from “no network” to “network coverage” and license type is not known
[PGBB-625] - User cannot dial a contact in address-book if number contains "()" or spaces
[PGBB-637] - SelfRegistration set wrong password in user account on server
[PGBB-642] - Calls recorded in call log with wrong timestamp and duration (hours or even days)
[PGBB-648] - Progress bar is not shown during network and configuration wizards
[PGBB-656] - User cannot dial using dialpad in main screen
[PGBB-673] - No log file rolling
[PGBB-678] - No immediate reconnection when a connection break is detected

Known and open bugs

[PGBB-679] -  AMR 4.75 does not work and freeze phone on OS 7.1 devices.PLATFORM BUG:
[PGBB-685] -  Curve 9360 does not manage AMR 4.75, only AMR 12.2PLATFORM BUG:
[PGBB-680] - During a call, loudspeaker menu option has the wrong label on OS 7.1 devices
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Improvements

[PGBB-628] - Added a "delete ZRTP cache" menu in SipAccountSetting screen
[PGBB-684] - Automatic activation is preselected as default choice in Professional Edition
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